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On Maps Related to Halin Separation Lattices
GERT SABIDUSSI
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
In a recent paper, Hager [1] defines a category (denoted HG) of connected rooted
graphs and surjective contractions, whose morphisms induce lattice monomorphisms
between the associated Halin separation lattices. Similar results had previously been
established by Polat [3] and Sabidussi [4] for other types of separation lattices. The
category HG ('Halin graphs') is generated by three kinds of maps: contractions of edges
with star-equivalent end-vertices (type at), bridge-contractions (type a2), and end-
contractions, i.e. contractions of certain pendant edges (type a3). HG turns out to be rather
meager; for example, no non-trivial HG-morphism can issue from a bridgeless graph
without pendant edges, unless the graph happens to have two star-equivalent vertices
(i.e. vertices having the same augmented neighbourhood). While bridge-contractions and
end-contractions arise quite naturally, this does not seem to be the case for aI-maps.
Their bearing on separation properties is rather remote, and it is the restrictiveness of
their definition which causes the lack of morphisms in HG.
In this paper we introduce two classes of weak contractions, called inner and outer
maps, respectively, which arise naturally in connection with Halin's notion of accessibility.
a)-contractions are both inner and outer, bridge-contractions and end-contractions are
outer but never inner. The class of those maps which are both inner and outer has the
property that Hager's theorem on induced lattice monomorphisms is still valid (Section
4). These maps need not be contractions. They are closely related to what we shall call
saturated maps which are characterized by the fact that every edge of the image graph
has 'enough' edges in its preimage. Inner maps are shown to have the same saturation
property with respect to the essential edges in the sense of Polat (Section 3). Essential
edges-which are our principal tool-are briefly considered in Section 2.
Throughout this paper, 0 will denote a connected graph. A pair (0, A) consists of a
connected graph 0 and a subset A of V( 0). For T c:. V( 0), O[T] will be the restriction
of 0 to T. Paths in 0 will be written in the form W = (xo, ... ,x,), all Xi distinct,
[x.; h xJ E E (G), i = I, ... , r. The set of neighbours of a vertex X E V( G) will be denoted
by Vex; G). sex; O)={x}u vex; G) is the star (or augmented neighbourhood) of x.
Most of the following definitions and notational conventions are taken from Halin [2],
Section 1.
1.1. NOTATION. Fix a pair (0, A). Given T c:. V( 0), a path W = (xo, ... , x.) in Gis
an A, T-accessibility path (for X n if the terminal vertex is to be mentioned explicitly) if
and only if
or equivalently
o~ i< r, (1.1)
If such a path exists, x, will be called A, T-accessible. The restriction of 0 to the set of
all A, T-accessible vertices is denoted by O(A ~ T) (the connection graph determined by
A and T). For Sc:. t:« V(O) one has ([2], (1.2» that
O(A~ S):::> O(A~ T). (1.2)
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If H is a subgraph of G one defines
int H = {x E V(H) : V(x; G ) c V(H)}, the interior of H;
mH={XE V(H): V(x; G)st V(H)}, the boundary of H; (1.3)
ext H = V( G) - V(H) , the exterior of H.
For a given Tc V(G) put f3AT=mG(A~T). One always has f3ATc T; indeed, f3AT
is the unique minimal subset of T with G(A~ f3AT) = G(A~ T). T is A-primitive if and
only if f3A T = T. The A-primitive sets in G form a complete lattice with respect to the
order relation S ~ T~G(A ~ S) c (G(A ~ T) ([2], Satz I) ; this lattice is called the Halin
separation lattice or simply Halin lattice of the pair (G, A) , and is denoted by H( G, A).
For an arbitrary family (T;)iEI of A-primitive sets the supremum and infimum in H( G, A)
is given by
inf T;= f3A U t;
i e l iEI
(1.4)
For other details not mentioned here the reader is referred to [2].
We shall also need the following concepts.
1.2. DEFINITION. Given a pair (G, A), a subset T of V( G) is A-interior if and only
if T c V( G(A~ T» or equivalently T'r: ext G(A ~ T) = 0 ; T is A-exterior if and only
if T (') V(G(A~ T» c f3A T or equivalently T (') int G(A~ T) = 0 . (Th e exterior sets are
the one-sided sets of [4], Section 3.)
It is clear that T is A-primitive if and only if it is both A-interior and A-exterior. Any
union of exterior sets is exterior. This is not the case for interior sets. It follows from
relationship (1.2) that every subset of an interior set is interior. If x E V( G), then any A,
x-path is an A, {x}-accessibility path; hence {x} is an interior set.
2. ESSENTIAL EDGES
We recall here the notion of an essential edge introduced by Polat [3], Section 4.
2.1. DEFINITION. Let (G, A) be a pair, e = [x, y] an edge of G. Then x is an apex of
e if and only if x e A and there is an A,x-path which does not meet V(x; G) = {y} . The
edge e is A-essential if and only if at least one of x and y is an apex of e; this is equivalent
to saying that x or y is not in A and that V(x; G) n V(y; G) does not separate A and {x, y}.
If a vertex x e A is adjacent so some a E A, then the edge [a, x] is A-essential with
apex x.
2.2. LEMMA. Let Tc V( G) . If W = (xo, ... , x.) is a shortest A ,T-accessibility path for
x.; then each edge ej = [Xi-I> x;] of W is A-essential with apex Xi> i = 1, . . . , r.
PROOF. We show that Wi = (xo, . . . ,x;) is an A, Xi-path missing U = V(x j ; G) - {Xi-I} '
For i = 1 this is the remark preceding the lemma. In the case i > 1, if there is a j < i with
Xj E U, then j < i-I and hence (xo, ... , Xj, Xi, ••• , x.) is an A, T-accessibility path for x,
which is shorter than \¥, a contradiction.
If one takes T= {x}, then a shortest A,{x}-accessibility path for x is simply a shortest
A,x-path. We shall call such paths geodesics.
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2.3. REMARK. If T c V( G) is A-primitive and x E T, then for any y E
V(x; G) - V( G(A ~ T)) the edge e = [x, y] is A-essential with apex y.
PROOF. Take any A, T-accessibility path (xo, ... , x.) for x. (xo, ... , X,_I) misses
V(y; G), for if Xs E V(y; G) for some s < r, then (xo, ... , x., y) is 'an A, T-accessibility
path for y, a contradiction. Hence (xo, ... , x,., y) is an A,y-path missing V(y; G) - {x}.
3. MAps
Let (G, A), (G', A') be pairs. A map <{>: (G, A) ~ (G', A') is a weak contraction
<{>: V( G) ~ V( G') (i.e. [x, y] E E( G) implies <{>x = <{>y or [<{>x, <{>y] E E (G')) for which <{>A c
A'.
Maps preserve certain accessibility properties. From [4], lemma (4.6), we recall:
3.1. LEMMA. For any map <{>: (G, A) ~ (G', A') and any subset T of V( G') one has
<{>G(A~<{>-IT)c G'(A'~ T).
This comes from the fact that if x E V( G) and W is an A, x-path in G, then there is
an A', <{>x-path W' in <{> l¥. The opposite implication, permitting one to lift a given A',
<{>x-path in G' to an A, x-path in G, does not hold automatically and we therefore make
the appropriate definition.
3.2. DEFINITION. Let <{>: (G, A) ~ (G', A') be any map.
(a) <{> is path-lifting if and only if given any x E V( G) and any A, <{>x-path W'in G' there
is an A, x-path Win G with <{> W = W' (we shall say that W' has been lifted to G).
(b) Let (x', y') be an ordered pair of adjacent vertices of G'. <{> is saturated over (x', y')
if and only if for any y E <{> -1 y' there is an x E <{> -1 x' such that [x, y] E E (G). <{> is saturated
if and only if it is saturated over every ordered pair of adjacent vertices of G'.
Let W' = (Yo, ... ,y,) be any path in G' such that <{> is saturated over every pair (YH' y;),
i = 1, ,r. Then W' can be lifted to a path W = (xo, ... ,x,) in G with Xi E <{> -t y i,
i = 0, , r. It follows that saturated maps with <{> -1 <{>A = A are path-lifting in the strong
sense that the lifted path and its image have the same length. Since G' is assumed to be
connected, one has that saturated maps are surjective on vertices and edges. It is easy to
verify that this is also the case for arbitrary path-lifting maps provided G' is 2-connected.
A rather special example of saturated maps is provided by the elementary ai-contrac-
tions of [1], (4.1). Note incidentally that if such a contraction identifies the end-vertices
of an edge e which is not incident with a vertex of A, then e is A-inessential.
We now link maps to some key aspects of accessibility.
3.3 DEFINITION. A map <{>:(G,A)~(G',A') is inner [outer] if and only if <{>-tT is
A-interior [A-exterior] for every A'-interior [A'-exterior] set Tin G'.
Clearly both classes of maps are closed under composition of functions. If <{> is at the
same time inner and outer, then the inverse image of every primitive set is primitive. The
converse is not true, as is shown by the example of Figure 1.
Outer maps are determined by their behaviour with respect to primitive sets. Content
and proof of the following lemma are essentially the same as for [4], proposition (4.4).
3.4 LEMMA. A map <{>: (G, A) ~ (G'A') is outer if and only if <{> -1 T is A-exterior in G
for every A'-primititie set Tin G'.
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The corresponding statement for inner maps is false. The map ¢ of Figure I is path-lifting
and one easily verifies that for each a-primitive set Tin G', ¢ -I T = T is also a-primitive
in G. However, {3, 4, 5} is an a-interior set in G' whose inverse image is not a-interior
in G. Thus ¢ is not inner.
In the remainder of this section we characterize inner maps and establish their close
relationship to saturated maps. To begin with, any inner map ¢: (G, A) ~ (G', A') must
satisfy
¢-IA'=A.
This follows from the fact that A', and hence ¢ -lA', is interior so that for every x E ¢ -IA'
there is an a, x-path W in G with x E A' and V( W) 11 ¢ -I A' c {x}. Since ¢a E A', this
implies x = a E A. Thus ¢ - I A ' c A which together with ¢A c: A' implies equality.
3.5. LEMMA. Let ¢ : (G, A )~ (G' , A') be an inner map, e' =[x', y'] an A'-essential edge
of G ', and suppose that y' is an apex of e'. Then ¢ is saturated over (x ', y') .
PROOF. We wish to construct an A'-interior set T containing y' such that every A',
T-accessibility path for y' contains the edge e' . Such a set is
T= Su {y'}u ( Vx ' - V(x'; G'(A' ~ Vy'))) '
where S=,BA'Vy'-{x'}, and Vx'= V ex'; G '), Vy'= V(y'; G'). In order to see this observe
first that ,BA'Vy' is the set of those neighbours of y ' which are A ', Vy.-accessible. Since y '
is an apex of e' it follows that x ' E ,BA'VY " Moreover, if Z E S, then every A', ,BA'Vy'-
accessibility path for Z is disjoint from Vx ' - V(x'; G'(A'~ Vy,» and hence is also an
A',T-accessibility path. If z= y' or ZE Vx ' - V(x'; G'(A'~ Vy,», then any A', ,BA'Vy'-
accessibility path for x ' extended by the edge [x', z] is an A',T-accessibility path for z.
This shows that T is A'-interior.
Now let (zo, ... , z.) be an A', T-accessibility path for y'. Then
Zr-l E Vy,- Tc Vy,-(,BA' Vy''''''{x'})
so that either Zr-l = x' (which is what we want) or Zr-l E Vy ' - ,BA'Vy" In the latter case the
fact that ,BA'Vy' separates A and Vy' - ,BA'Vy' implies that the path (zo, ... , zr-Z) meets
,BA'Vy" Since ,BA'Vy'-{x'}c T, this means that zs=x' for some s ei r-r'l: In other words,
any A', T-accessibility path for y' contains x'. Also we have Zs+J E Vx ' as well as Zs +1 e T
so that Zs+1 E V( G' (A'~ Vy,».Take any A', ,BA' Vy,-accessibility path (wo, . . . , wn ) for Zs+I'
Since x ' E ,BA'Vy' we must have that wo, . . . , Wn T':- x' ; but this means that
( wo, . .. , Wn, Zs+h ... , z.) is an A', T-accessibility path for y ' missing x', a contradiction.
To complete the proof of the lemma we have to show that given any y E ¢ - I y' there
is an x E ¢ - Ix' with [x, y] E E( G). Since y E ¢ -Iy' C ¢ -I T and ¢ -I T is A-interior, we
have that there is an A , ¢ - I T-accessibility path W = (xo, ... , xm ) for y. Let W' be any
A', T-accessibility path for y ' contained in ¢ W Since Xm = Y is the only vertex of W
belonging to ¢-Iy ' it follows that [y',¢Xm_ I]EE(W'), whence by the first part of the
proof ¢xm- I=x'. Thus X=Xm_1 E ¢ -I X' is the desired vertex adjacent to y.
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3.6. COROLLARY. If¢ is inner, then any shortest A', T-accessibility path in G' terminating
in a vertex of ¢G can be lifted to an A, ¢ -I T-accessibility path in G of the same length. In
particular, geodesics in G' whose terminal vertex lies in ¢G can be lifted to geodesics in G,
and therefore ¢ preserves distance in the sense that for any x E V( G),
dist.; (¢x, A') =dist., (x, A).
PROOF. For the first part, let T c V( G'), x E ¢ -I V( G'(A'~ T)), and take any shortest
A', T-accessibility path W' = (Yo, ... , Yr) in G' for ¢x. By Lemmas 2.2 and 3.5, and the
remark after Definition 3.2, W' can be lifted to an A, x-path W = (xo, ... ,xr ) with
Xi E ¢ -Iy i , i = 0, ... , r, which means that W is an A, ¢ -I T-accessibility path for x.
For r EN let A = {x E V( G): distG(x, A) = r} and define A~ analogously for G'. Any
geodesic W' in G' of length r is a shortest A', A~-accessibilitypath, hence if its terminal
vertex belongs to ¢G, W' lifts to an A, ¢ -1 A>accessibility path W of length r in G. Since
weak contractions do not increase distance and ¢A = A', one has that W is in fact a
geodesic. This also shows that ¢ -I A~ = A for any r EN which amounts to saying that
distance from A is preserved by ¢.
As another consequence we obtain the following reformulation of the definition of
inner maps.
3.7. PROPOSITION. A map ¢: (G, A) ~ (G', A') is inner if and only if
¢-IV(G'(A'~T))= V(G(A~¢-IT))
for every A'-interior set T c V( G').
(3.1)
PROOF. Suppose ¢ is inner. From the first part of the proof of Corollary 3.6 we obtain
that ¢-IV(G'(A'~T))c V(G(A~¢-IT)).The reverse inclusion comes from Lemma
3.1. In this part of the proof one does not need that T is interior. For the converse, let
T c V( G') be A'-interior and x E ¢ -I T. Then ¢x E V( G'(A' ~ T)), whence x E
V(G(A~ ¢-IT)) by equation (3.1). Thus ¢ is inner.
The following theorem characterizes inner maps.
3.8. THEOREM. A map ¢: (G, A) ~ (G', A') is inner if and only if ¢ is saturated over
every pair (x', y'), where e' = [x', y'] is an A'-essential edge of G' and y' an apex of e'.
PROOF. Necessity: Lemma 3.5. For the sufficiency note that if ¢ satisfies the hypothesis
of Theorem 3.8, then the first part of the proof of Corollary 3.6 can be carried out for ¢
so that equation (3.1) holds for any Tc V( G'), whence by Proposition 3.7, ¢ is inner.
How are the saturated maps related to the inner ones? It is clear from what has been
established so far that the saturated maps are 'universally inner' in the following sense.
3.9. PROPOSITION. Let ¢: V( G) ~ V( G') be a weak contraction. Then a necessary and
sufficient condition that ¢: (G, ¢ -IA') ~ (G', A') be an inner map for every choice of A' c
V( G') is that ¢ be saturated.
PROOF. Suppose ¢ satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.9. Let e' = [x', y'] be any
edge of G'. Then e' is {x'}-essential with apex y', and since ¢:(G, ¢-IX')~(G',{x'}) is
inner it is saturated over (x', y'). e' being arbitrary, ¢ is saturated. The converse is obvious
from Theorem 3.8.
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4. INDUCED LATTICE HOMOMORPHISMS
In this section we establish a result which has its antecedents in [3] theoreme (3.7), [4]
theorem (5.5), and [1] theorem (4.6). What follows is an extension of that part of the
last-mentioned result which applies to ai-contractions.
With any function rjJ: V(G)~ V(G') one can associate a function H(rjJ) between the
Halin-lattices H( G' ,A') and H( G, A) by setting
H(rjJ)={3A°rjJ-I.
Depending on the assumptions one makes for the functions rjJ various kinds of induced
maps H( rjJ) are obtained. For example, it is a consequence of [4] (2.2) that if rjJ: (G, A) ~
(G', A') is any map, then H( rjJ): H( G', A') ~ H( G, A) is order-preserving. This is, however,
not a functorial statement since H (t/J °rjJ) = H (rjJ ) °H (t/J) does not hold for arbitrary maps.
We denote by Je the category whose objects are the pairs (G, A) with G connected
and A c V( G), and whose morphisms are the maps between pairs which are simul-
taneously outer and inner.
An indication of the richness of Je is provided by
4.1. LEMMA. Any saturated map rjJ: (G, A) ~ (G', A') with rjJ -1 A' = A is an Je-morphism.
PROOF. That rjJ is an inner was shown in Proposition 3.9. To show that it is also outer
we use Lemma 3.4. Let T be a primitive subset of V( G'), x E V( G(A ~ rjJ -I T)) n rjJ -I T.
By Lemma 3.1, rjJx E V( G'(A'~ T)). Since T is primitive, rjJx E T implies the existence of
a neighbour w of rjJx with we V( G'(A'~ T)). Applying the definition of saturatedness
to the edge [rjJx, w] of G' and the vertex x E rjJ -1 rjJx one obtains a u E rjJ -1 w with [x, u] E
E(G). Again by Lemma 3.1, u e: V(G(A~rjJ-IT)). Hence xE{3ArjJ-IT, i.e. rjJ is outer.
In view of this result and the close similarity between inner maps and saturated maps
one may raise the question whether inner maps are also outer. The answer depends
primarily on the pair (G', A'). It is clear from the proof of Lemma 4.1 that if for every
A'-primitive set T, every edge of G' going outward from T (i.e., incident with some x E T
but not belonging to G(A'~ T)) is A'-essential with apex in T, then any inner map from
an arbitrary pair (G, A) to (G', A') is automatically outer. Recall from Lemma 2.2 that
edges going outward from a primitive set are indeed essential; unfortunately, the apex
is at the wrong end. If A' = {a'}, a condition which will guarantee that both ends of such
edges be apexes and hence that every inner map to (G', A') be outer (regardless of the
choice of a') is that G' be star-connected. (A connected graph G is star-connected if and
only if G - S(x; G) is connected for every x E V( G).) It is also to be noted that the
converse of Lemma 4.1 does not hold.
4.2. THEOREM. The assignment H which associates with everypair (G, A) its Halin-lattice
H ( G, A) and with every Je-morphism rjJ the map H ( rjJ ): H ( G', A') ~ H ( G, A) is a contra-
variant functor from Je into the category of complete lattices and complete lattice
homomorphisms.
PROOF. (1) Let rjJ:(G,A)~(G',A') and t/J:(G',A')~(G",A")be maps. Then
H(t/J° rjJ) = H(rjJ) °H(t/J) (4.1)
holds if rjJ is inner or t/J is outer. If rjJ is inner, then it follows trivially from equation (3.1)
that for any Sc V(G') one has G(A~rjJ-IS)=G(A~rjJ-I{3A.s). Applying this to S=
t/J-I T, T E H( G", A"), immediately gives (4.1). If, on the other hand, t/J is outer, then we
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are in the situation of (5.1) of [4] with rim replaced by boundary. It is not difficult to give
examples where cP is outer and l/J is inner, and (4.1) fails to hold.
Now let cP: (G, A) ~ (G', A') be any map.
(2) If cP is outer, then H ( cP ) preserves arbitrary infima. This is mutatis mutandis theorem
(5.5) of [4], where rim-stable maps play the role of outer maps. An independent proof
is given by Hager [1] towards the end of the proof of his main theorem. The only property
of HG-morphisms which is used there is precisely that they are outer (c.f. [1], corollary
to lemma (4.3)).
(3) If cP is inner, then H( cP) preserves arbitrary suprema. Let (Tj)iEI be a family of
A'-primitive sets in G'. Put
S=SUPf3AcP-1Tj, T=sup Tj•
We have to show that S = f3AcP -I T, i.e. G(A ~ S) = G(A ~ cP -I T). This, however, is trivial
since by (3.1),
iEI iEI
= cP -I U V( G'(A'~ T;» = cP-I V( G/(A' ~ T))
iEI
4.3. REMARK. If an inner map cP is surjective, then H( cP) is one-one. To obtain this
conclusion it is sufficient that cP have the property that cP V( G(A~ cP -I T» = V( G'(A' ~ T»
for every A'<primitive set T. For surjective inner maps this follows from (3.1).
(4.2)where U= U t;
iE 1
4.4. REMARK. The assumption that cP be inner, though very strong, is in itself not
sufficient to guarantee that H ( cP ) preserve infima. In this connection note that since H ( cP )
is order-preserving for any map cP, one always has
G(A ~ U f3AcP -I Ti) :::> G(A ~ cP -I f3A' U),lEI
for any family (T;)jEI of A'<primitive sets in 0'. (Incidentally, it is easily seen that
G(A~ cP-1f3A'U) = G(A~ cP- 1 U).) That for an inner map the inclusion in (4.2) can be
proper, i.e. that infima are not preserved, is shown by the example of Figure 2 (which
is based on [2], Figure 1). Each of the edges of G/ has exactly one apex (indicated by
the head of the arrow). T, = {i}, i = 1,2, are a-primitive sets in 0'; U jE{l ,2} f3acP -I T, = {I, 2},
cP- 1 U = {I, 1',2, 2'}, and 3 E V(G(a ~ {I, 2})), but 3e V(G(a ~ cP- 1 U». The edges [1, 1/],
[2, 2'] can be added to the graph G transforming cP into a contraction without otherwise
affecting the outcome.
3
2
a a
FIGURE 2
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